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https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B-ob6L_QjGLpSV82OWY1cnV1Z3c NEW QUESTION 740Which types of LSAs are present

in the stub area? A.    LSA type 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5B.    LSA type 1, 2 and 3C.    LSA type 3 and 5D.    LSA type 1 and 2  Answer: B

NEW QUESTION 741Which action is the most efficient way to handle route feedback when converting a RIPv2 network to OSPF?

A.    Implement route tags.B.    Implement IP prefix lists.C.    Implement route maps with access lists.D.    Implement distribute lists.

Answer: A NEW QUESTION 742A network engineer enables OSPF on a Frame Relay WAN connection to various remote sites,

but no OSPF adjacencies come up. Which two actions are solutions for this issue? (Choose two.) A.    router#show memory

allocating-process tableB.    router#show memory deadC.    router#show memory processor statisticsD.    router#show memory

summaryE.    router#show memory events Answer: AD NEW QUESTION 743Which statements best describes the following two

OSPF commands, which are used to summarize routes?area 0 range 192.168.110.0 255.255.0.0summary-address 192.168.110.0

255.255.0.0 A.    The area range command defines the area where the network resides.The summary-address command enables

autosummanzation.B.    The area range command defines the area where the network resides.The summary-address command

summanzes a subnet for all areas.C.    The area range command specifies the area where the subnet resides and summarizes it to

other areas.The summary-address command summarizes external routes.D.    The area range command summarizes subnets for a

specific area.The summary-address command summaries a subnet for all areas. Answer: C NEW QUESTION 744Which two actions

are common methods for migrating a network from one protocol to another? (Choose two.) A.    redistributing routes from the

current routing protocol to the new routing protocolB.    removing the current routing protocol and implementing the new routing

protocolC.    changing the relative administrative distances of the two routing protocolsD.    changing the network IP addresses and

bringing up the new IP addresses using the new routing protocolE.    disabling IP routing globally and implementing the new routing

protocol Answer: AC NEW QUESTION 745A network administrator is attempting to configure IP SLA to allow one time stamp to

be logged when a packet arrives on the interface and one time stamp to be logged when a packet leaves the interface. Which IP SLA

accuracy tool enables this functionality? A.    TrapB.    RTTC.    ResponderD.    Trigger Answer: B NEW QUESTION 746Which

two types of traffic can benefit from LLQ? (Choose two.) A.    emailB.    voiceC.    telnetD.    videoE.    file transfer Answer: BD

NEW QUESTION 747Refer to the exhibit:access-list 1 permit 10.1.1.0 0.0.0.255access-list deny anyWhich command us used to

control the type of routes that are processed in incoming route updates? A.    passive-interfaceB.    distribute-list 1 outC.   

distribute-list 1 inD.    ip vrf forwarding Answer: C NEW QUESTION 748A network engineer is configuring two dedicated Internet

connections within the Internet module. One connection is the primary connection to all wired business communications, while the

other is the primary connection for all customer wireless traffic. If one of the links goes down, the affected traffic needs to be

redirected to the redundant link. Which current technology should be deployed to monitor the scenario? A.    IP SLAB.    MMCC.   

IP SAAD.    PBR Answer: A NEW QUESTION 749Which two statements about DMVPN are true? (Choose two.) A.    IPsec

encryption not supported with statically addressed spokes.B.    It requires full-mesh connectivity on the network.C.    It uses NHRP

to create a mapping database of spoke addresses.D.    Multicast traffic is not supported.E.    It supports dynamic addresses for spokes

in a hub-and-spoke VPN topology. Answer: AC NEW QUESTION 750Which two LSA types were introduced to support OSPF for

IPv6? (Choose two.) A.    type 9B.    type 10C.    type 5D.    type 7E.    type 8 Answer: AE NEW QUESTION 751Users were moved

from the local DHCP server to the remote corporate DHCP server. After the move, none of the users were able to use the network.

Which two issues will prevent this setup from working properly? (Choose two.) A.    Auto-QoS is blocking DHCP traffic.B.    The

DHCP server IP address configuration is missing locally.C.    802.1X is blocking DHCP traffic.D.    The broadcast domain is too

large for proper DHCP propagation.E.    The route to the new DHCP server is missing. Answer: BE NEW QUESTION 752Refer to

the exhibit:Router# show processes cpu sortedRouter# show processes memory sortedBased on Cisco best practice, which statement

about the output is true? A.    The output should be analyzed by a network engineer before allocating additional memory and CPU

usage to processes on an IOS router in production.B.    The output should be analyzed by a network engineer before executing any

configuration commands on an IOS router in production.C.    The output should be analyzed by a network engineer before executing
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any debug commands on an IOS router in production.D.    The output should be analyzed by a network engineer before executing

other show commands on an IOS router in production. Answer: C NEW QUESTION 753......    Download the newest PassLeader
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